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వారికి 8.30 సమయానికి ప్రతిభాగించండి

( ప.య.హోసింధి క్షమతారంభించడానికి పాటు )

విశేష నిర్వహణ

1. మిగిలిన శాస్త్రాన్ని పరిశోధనలు
SRI N.INDRASENA REDDY:(Malakpet) Madam Speaker, I am on Point of Order.

మాదారి ప్రశ్నమైనది: అనేక పరిమాణంలో మాదారి ప్రశ్నమైనది?

ఇది గ్రామానికి ప్రయోగానికి నిర్ధారించారు. మనం ప్రాథమిక మరియు సాహిత్య వినిమయాన్ని ప్రస్తుతించారు. ప్రభుత్వం ఆధునిక వినిమయాన్ని ప్రచురించారు. మనం ఆధునిక వినిమయాన్ని ప్రచురించారు.

ఇది గ్రామానికి ప్రయోగానికి నిర్ధారించారు. మనం ఆధునిక వినిమయాన్ని ప్రచురించారు.
SRI N.CHANDRABABU NAIDU: We want development but not destruction. మనం వినిమయం
చాలాయుడు మారిదుకు ఐస్ట్రీను కంటే అందానికి నిద్రితం. అంటే మరింతో 5 పంబందు మారిది, అంటే మరింతో ఇదే పంబందు మార్పులు. ఇలా అనేక మరింతో మార్పులు.

(ස్యాంస్యం)

ముందు అంటే మరింతో మరింతో 5 పంబందు మారిది. మనం మారిది చెప్పాలి. ఇందులో మరింతో మార్పులు. ఇలా మరిన్ని మారిది.
MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

SRI D. SRINIVAS: Madam Speaker, you give me half a minute time to speak.

MADAM SPEAKER: I Don't allow any body. Please resume your seats.

I would like to know as to whether permission has been given to the Members to demonstrate all these play cards.
Madam Speaker, I have a point of submission. I appeal to all the Members who are in the Well of the House to at least maintain courtesy and etiquette because we have framed the code of conduct. The Members have to observe the code of conduct.
SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Point of order, Madam.

MADAM SPEAKER: What is your point of order?

SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: The behaviour that we have seen now is against all norms of Parliamentary Democracy. I draw your attention to Rule 277. It says: (xi) shall not shout slogans in the House; (xii) shall not sit or stand with his back towards the Chair; (xiii) shall not wear or display badges of any kind in the House; (xv) shall not display flags, emblems or any exhibits in the House without the permission of the Speaker. Besides these, sub-rule (xvii) says: (c) A member shall not distribute within the prescincts of the Assembly any literature, questionnaire, pamphlets, press notes, leaflets etc. not connected with the business of the House; (xix) shall not tear off documents in the House in protest; and finally (xxi) shall not sit on Satyagrah or Dharna inside the House.

Filibustering is not a good practice. It has become habitual in your case. Please revise your decision. Please behave like Parliamentarians. Please rise to the occasion as Leader of Opposition and not as a Leader heading a Group of Filibustering.

whilst the House is sitting, a Member:- (ii) shall not interrupt any Member while speaking by dis-orderly expression or noises or in any other dis-orderly manner; (viii) shall maintain silence when not speaking in the House; (ix) shall not obstruct proceedings or interrupt and shall avoid making running commentaries when speeches are being made in the House; (xi) shall not shout slogans in the House; (xii) shall not sit or stand with his back towards the Chair; (xv) shall not display flags, emblems or any exhibits in the House without the permission of the Speaker. Besides these, sub-rule (xvii) says: (c) A member shall not distribute within the prescincts of the Assembly any literature, questionnaire, pamphlets, press notes, leaflets etc. not connected with the business of the House; (xix) shall not tear off documents in the House in protest; and finally (xxi) shall not sit on Satyagrah or Dharna inside the House.

9.00
SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Madam, Point of Order.

MADAM SPEAKER: What is your Point of Order?

Dr. M.V.MYSOORA REDDY(Kamalapuram): When the House is not in order, how he could be allowed Point of Order?

(SERVICES)

SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Madam Speaker, besides what was mentioned earlier by me as also by the Hon’ble Minister for Legislative Affairs under Rule 277, I now draw your attention to Rule 280. The sub-rule (viii) says: A member while speaking shall not use his right of speech for the purpose of obstructing the business of the House.

So, the rules have on all counts been violated today. The Chief Minister has to reply on a Debate which took place where the major Opposition which is filibustering today took five hours. We have also our right to reply. This right makes Parliamentary Democracy vibrant. It is our concern that the Leader of the Opposition and his Party as also CPM are acting against the institution of Parliamentary Democracy. This is my point of order.
I request ruling from the Chair and also through the Chair request the Leader of the Opposition to behave like a Democrat.

(INTERRUPTIONS)

é.9.10

I request ruling from the Chair and also through the Chair request the Leader of the Opposition to behave like a Democrat.
SRI Y.S. RAJASHEKAR REDDY: Madam Speaker, thanks a lot. Thanks a lot.

 Whilst the House is sitting, a member: (a) shall not read any book, newspaper, letter except in connection with the business of the House (b) shall not interrupt any member while speaking by disorderly expression or noices or any other disorderly manner etc. etc. ......
SRI Y. RAMAKRISHNUDU: I am not interrupting you.

SRI Y. RAMAKRISHNUDU: Madam Speaker, I want to rectify the records.

SRI P.ASHOKGAJAPATHI RAJU: Madam Speaker, I have a Point of Order. The Leader of the Opposition's behaviour is............

(.interruptions)

Madam Speaker, you are the repository of this august House. మాధమ స్పెక్టర్ ఆన్ని ‘ప్రతి ప్రశ్నాతి’.
Madam Speaker, I would like to submit to you that this is the first time that Sri Y.S. Rajashekar Reddy, the so-called, Leader of the Opposition has started....... (interruptions) 

SRI ASADUDDIN OWAISI: Madam Speaker, Madam Speaker, Sri . Ashokgajapathi Raju is calling Sri Y.S. Rajashekar Reddy as ‘the so-called Leader’. Is he ‘the so-called leader’? What is this Madam? He is the main Hon’ble Leader of the Opposition in this august House. Is this is the way, a Cabinet Minister is behaving?

SRI N.NARSIMHAIAH: He is the so-called Minister.

MDAM SPEAKER: He is on Point of Order.

SRI P.ASHOKGAJAPATHI RAJU: The Hon’ble Leader of the House followed by the Hon’ble Leader of the Opposition assisted by the Hon’ble Legislative Affairs Minister.............

(interruptions).

Untiess the submission of the Chair......

(Madam Speaker, casting aspersions on the Chair by the Opposition Members is very undemocratic. Madam Speaker, through you I request the Leader of the Opposition to behave in a democratic manner......

(Madam Speaker, you know very well. What happened in the Xth, IXth, VIIIth, VIIth, VIth sessions and we are now in the XIth session. The Opposition Members are placing the issues before this august House in an undemocratic way.

(interruptions)
I request all the Members. Please resume your respective seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.
Please resume your seats.

9.30

We want roll back, We want roll back
We demand roll back, We want roll back.
(The Members belonging to Congress Party raised slogan: "We demand roll back.")

(MADAM SPEAKER: Nagender Garu, you are not a junior Member. You are a senior Member now. It is not advisable. I request our party Members to resume their seats. )

(DR.Y.S.RAJASEKHARA REDDY: I request our party Members to resume their seats. )

' 9.50
ధర్మపతిడు రామానథ సిద్ధం అధ్యాయం, అత్యంత వేదికలు.

(విశేషాలు)

సాధన రామానథ సిద్ధం అధ్యాయం అధ్యాయం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మ ల టేంటా నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం, మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.

(విశేషాలు)

మామ్మలో ఇంద్ర ల నిపుణమైన వాతావరణం.
(Finished)

(Continued)

10.00

News item:

(continued)

(continued)
(00367)

(00367)

(00367)

(00367)
ಮಿಲದು ಮರುಳ್ಳು ಮಾಡುವ ಕಲ್ಲ ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಮಡಿ ನೆಳವಲಯವಾಗಿದೆ. ಮೇಲೆ ಹಾಕಿದೆ, ನಿನ್ನು ಮರುಳ್ಳು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಹಾಗು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಹಾಗು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಮಸೂದು ಹಾಕಿದೆ. ಮೇಲೆ ಹಾಕಿದೆ, ನಿನ್ನು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಹಾಗು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಹಾಗು ಮರಾಟಗಳು ಮಸೂದು ಹಾಕಿದೆ.

ಅಧಿಕಾರ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕ ವ್ಯತ್ತಿತ್ವ ವ್ಯಾಖ್ಯಾತಾ ಬೀದಿಯಲ್ಲಿ.
Let him quote the rule position.

I will quote rule position from Kaul and Shekdhar. Mine is an old edition. It is regarding the Floor Leader. I am quoting the subject, Madam.
In his day-to-day activities, the Leader of the House acts as leader of his party, but at times he acts as the spokesman and representative of the whole House.

The responsibility of the Leader of the House is not only to the Government and its supporters in the House, but to the opposition and the House as a whole. He maintains liaison between the Government and the opposition groups in the House. He is the guardian of the legitimate rights of the opposition as well as those of the Government. At such times he should be among the foremost champions of the rights of the House as a whole and see that the House is not denied, despite pressure from any quarter, its rightful opportunities.

His foremost duty is to assist the Speaker in the conduct of the business. He should be at all times prepared to intervene in the discussion, respond to the demands of opposition in the matter of giving opportunity for debate, fixing time and dates for a discussion, control of unruly behaviour of members and help the Speaker in arriving at decision in regard to the matter before the House.
I want to refer to the Constitution.

Article 194(1): "Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and to the rules and standing orders regulating the procedure of the legislature, there shall be freedom of speech in the legislature of every State."

You have violated all these rules. You have violated the Constitutional provisions. You have violated the Kaul and Shekhar. It is dealing with the code of conduct. You have violated the Kaul and Shekhar. You have violated the Kaul and Shekhar. You have violated the Kaul and Shekhar.
There is a respect.


(3.0.30)


(3.0.30)
ಅಫ್ಯಾಂಟಿಸ್, ಅಸಂಖ್ಯಾತ ಮನೋಭಾವಗಳು ಮತ್ತು ಸಂವಿಧಾನಗಳು. ಅನುಭವ ಅನುಭವಗಳು, ಅವು ಮೂಲತಃ ಬ್ರಹ್ಮ ಮತ್ತು ಬದಲುಗಳು. ಈ ಬದಲುಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು.

ಮೊದಲು ಈ ಪ್ರಶ್ನೆಯು: ಎರಡು ವಿದ್ಯಾರ್ಥಿಗಳು ಒಂದು ವಿಷಯದಲ್ಲಿ ಬರುತ್ತಿರುವರು. ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಮತ್ತು ಸಂಶಯಗಳು ಮತ್ತು ಸಂಶಯಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು. ಈ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು ಹಾಗೆಯೇ ಮೂಲದಲ್ಲಿ ಹೆಚ್ಚಿನ ಗ್ರಹಣಾಭಿಯಾನಗಳು.

27
As a institution one must give respect.
29

(10.50)

(1.56)
Let us run the business in those lines and I request other parties to be impartial.

"The Opposition will have its say while the Government will have its say." That should be the attitude.
let us put a full stop.
మాముడి నుండి:

- యాదాద్రి పుట్టి ఉంచినవాడు తరువాత ప్రస్తుతం పరిస్థితులను, మన మన ప్రత్యేకతలు చేరాయుండి, మన ప్రత్యేకతలు చేరాయుండి,

(విషయం)

మహా పి. సాధితికండు:

- మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం.

(విషయం)

మహా పి. సాధితికండు:

- అంతము (అంతము సాధితికండు) అంతము సాధితికండు అంతము సాధితికండు అంతము సాధితికండు అంతము సాధితికండు అంతము సాధితికండు.

(విషయం)

మహా పి. జూంటికండు:

- జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి.

(విషయం)

మహా పి. సాధితికండు:

- అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే అంటే.

(విషయం)

మహా పి. జూంటికండు:

- జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి జూంటి.

(విషయం)

మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి. మహా పి.

- మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం మనం.

(విషయం)
(రాంభం శాస్త్రిక పాఠభాగం ప్రమాణం ప్రమాణం ప్రమాణం)

మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని నేటి దానిని ఉపయోగించండి.

(అసమాధానం)

శాస్త్రిక పాఠభాగం. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి.

(అసమాధానం)

మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. ప్రాంతాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. ప్రాంతాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. ప్రాంతాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. ప్రాంతాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. ప్రాంతాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి.

(అసమాధానం)

మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి. మాటలు ప్రస్తుతి చేసే విధానాన్ని ఉపయోగించండి.

ల. 11.10
SRI D. SRINIVAS: Once again I am reiterating. I have not said it. – if he still insists – I have not said it. I have not said it. Now that he has thrown a challenge. I am prepared to accept that challenge, but subject to the condition ……

I am very very clear. Now that he has thrown a challenge. I am prepared to accept that challenge, but subject to the condition ……. I have already gone to the public.
1.11.20

ಮಿಸ್ತು ತಿಳಿದೂ ವಿವಿಧ ಪ್ರಕಾರದರು ಹೋಲಿಸಿದ್ದರೆ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಕಾರದ ಮತ್ತು ಪ್ರತಿಪಾದನೆಗಳ ಅಧಿಕಾರ. ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ನೀಡಿ ಜೆಳಿಸು.

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಹೂಡು ಸಿಹಿಯಂತೆ, ನಮೂ ಬರುವಿಲ್ಲದರೂ, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದು ಎಂದು?

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಮೂ ಸಹಾಯಿಸುವುದು ಎಂದು, ತೆರೆಯಬೇಕಾದದರೂ, ನಮೂ ಬರುವಿಲ್ಲದರೂ, ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ಹಾನಿ ನೀಡಿ ಕೈ ಮಾಡುವುದು.

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ವಿಲ್ಲದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು?

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

(“ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ” ಎಂದು ತಾರು ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟ)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ನಮೂ ಬರುವಿಲ್ಲದರೂ, ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ಹಾನಿ ನೀಡುವುದು.

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ಹಾನಿ ನೀಡುವುದು.

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ಹಾನಿ ನೀಡುವುದು.

(ಅಭ್ಯಸ್ತನ್ನು)

ನಿಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತದ ಸಹಾಯಾತ್ಮಕ ಮಾರುಮಟ್ಟದ ಎಂದು, ತಮ್ಮ ಪ್ರಯೋಗವನ್ನು ಹಾನಿ ನೀಡುವುದು.
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MADAM SPEAKER: I request Sri P. Srinivas Reddy, Minister for Mines and Geology, to move the Andhra Pradesh Mandal Parishads and Zilla Parishads (Transitional Arrangements) Bill, 2000, on behalf of the Chief Minister.

SRI P.SRINIVAS REDDY,(DEPUTISING THE CHIEF MINISTER ) Madam Speaker, with your permission I beg to move
"That leave be granted to withdraw the Andhra Pradesh Mandal Parishads and Zilla Parishads (Transitional Arrangements) Bill, 2000.

MADAM SPEAKER: Motion moved. The question is..........

(Interruptions)

Please resume your seats.

SRI Y.RAMAKRISHNUDU: Madam Speaker, I would like to withdraw the Bill for the Andhra Pradesh Mandal Parishads and Zilla Parishads (Transitional Arrangements) Bill, 2000.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please resume your seats.

SRI D.SRINIVAS: Madam Speaker, I have not yet completed my speech.
you will be very kind enough if you can get the tape recorded cassettes of the last four days also and go through them as to who spoke against whom.

(Interruptions)
Shut Up and sit down .. C.M.to Members", this is the banner headline appeared in an English newspaper.
12.40

Unless and until he apologises the House for the comments he made against the House, he should not be allowed. That is our appeal.

(Interruptions)

MADAM SPEAKER: No, I don't give opportunity to anybody.
ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು, ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ.
( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು, ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ )

ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗಿ ವಿವರಿಸಿದೆ.
( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ.)

( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು. ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ )

( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು. ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ )

( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು. ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ )

( ದಿ ಅಂದರೆ. ನಂತರವೇ ನಿಯಂತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ನೀಗು. ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ನಂತರದ ನೀಗು: ಮುಖ್ಯವಾಗುವ ಸಂದರ್ಭ )
Sri N. Raguveera Reddy criticised the Speaker alleging that she was acting against the wishes of the people. He also stated that she did not deserve to be the Speaker for having supported such a Chief Minister. Smt. Galla Aruna also joined the criticism stating that though she was a woman, she suppressed the voices of women Members. Smt. Surekha acting as a Speaker admitted that she was siding the Ruling Party and stated that she was doing so because she came from the party only. She stated that she suspended all the Opposition Members from the House in spite of the fact that it was an act of onslaught on Democracy.

SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Madam Speaker, I feel it my duty to react because the existence of this august House is at stake. I draw your attention to Page 247 of Kaul and Shakdher. Examples of speeches and writings which have been held to constitute breach of privilege and contempt of the House may be categorised as under: Reflections on the House. Reflections on the character and impartiality of the Speaker in the discharge of duties. Reflections on Members in the execution of their duties. Reflections on Members serving on a Committee of the House. Reflections...
on the conduct of the Chairman of a Committee of the House'. These are considered to constitute a breach of privilege and contempt of the House. Unfortunately, the Leader of the Opposition has been going on under this thing. There is only one thing under which the Leader of the Opposition may, probably take refuge. I also draw your attention to Page 247 of Kaul and Shakder. 'Similarly, the House may not necessarily take serious notice of defamatory statement made by irresponsible persons.' If the Leader of the Opposition believes that he is irresponsible, then, I have nothing to add. This is my point, Madam.

Dr. P. SHANKAR RAO: It also applies to the Chief Minister.

Unfortunately, the Leader of the Opposition has been going on under this thing. There is only one thing under which the Leader of the Opposition, may, probably take refuge. I also draw your attention to Page 247 of Kaul and Shakder. 'Similarly, the House may not necessarily take serious notice of defamatory statement made by irresponsible persons.' If the Leader of the Opposition believes that he is irresponsible, then, I have nothing to add. This is my point, Madam.

Dr. P. SHANKAR RAO: It also applies to the Chief Minister.
(44)

1.00

(Expunged as ordered by the Chair)
Sorry, it seems the text you provided is not in a readable format. Could you please provide a clear image or text that can be properly read and analyzed?
Expunged as ordered by the Chair
(தமிழ் எழுத்து படித்து)

8. போக்ளிக் நச்சானை நச்சானையார் நச்சானையார் நச்சானையார் நச்சானையார்

9. (தமிழ் எழுத்து படித்து)
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MADAM SPEAKER: There is an announcement.
I nominate the following members to be the members of the Committee on Amenities under my Chairmanship:

{Interruptions}

Can you bring the House to order?  
SRI P. ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: I am on a point of order, Madam.  
What is this monologue?  Just because he is a Leader of the Opposition, he cannot go on monologue like this continuously.
SRI P.ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Madam Speaker, in this House there is a business going on. There is a deviation now. When a point of order is raised, it should be about the situation that happened at the moment. This is exactly what I am trying to say. The situation at the moment or the interpretation of the rules, the Constitution and the business ....

What happened in the VI Assembly when he was a legislator and I too was a legislator? Definitely it is history. Nothing of the kind of monologue can be allowed. Is this the way the Leader of the Opposition expected to behave? Has he quoted Kaul and Shakdhar? Has he quoted the rules? Nothing.

Let us behave as responsible Parliamentarians. Let us behave like good Parliamentarians.

Dr.M.V.MYSOORA REDDY: What is the point of order in this? Please give ruling, Madam.

SRI P.ASHOK GAJAPATHI RAJU: Do you want me to read the whole rule? Rule 302{1}." A point of order shall relate to the interpretation and enforcement of these rules or such articles of the Constitution as to regulate the business and shall raise a question which is within the cognizance of the Speaker.

(2) A point of order may be raised in relation to the business before the House at the moment:

Provided that the Speaker may permit a member to raise point of order during the interval between the termination of one item of business and the commencement of another if it relates to maintenance of order in or arrangement of business before the House.

(3) Subject to conditions referred to in sub-rules (1) and (2) a member may formulate a point of order and the Speaker shall decide whether the point raised is a point of order and if so give his decision thereon, which shall be final.

(4) No debate shall be allowed on a point of order, but the Speaker may, if he thinks fit hear members before giving his decision.

(5) A point of order is not a point of privilege.

(6) A member shall not raise a point of order:

(a) to ask for information; or
(b) to explain his position; or
(c) when a question on any motion is being put to the House; or
(d) which may be hypothetical; or
(e) that Division Bells did not ring or were not heard.

The whole gamut of the rules I am trying to bring across.

Madam Speaker, what happened in the 10th Assembly upto 1st Assembly can definitely not be a Point of Order.

MADAM SPEAKER: Please hear me.

SRI ASADUDDIN OWAISI: Madam Speaker, this Resolution has to be passed unanimously. So, I think, all the political parties including the Opposition Leader should agree for the same. Then only we can have a discussion. I leave it to your wisdom.
MADAM SPEAKER: There is no Evening Session today. Discussion on Resolution regarding 11th Finnce Commission will be taken up on 19-08-2000.

The House is adjourned to meet again at 8-30 AM tomorrow.

(The House then adjourned at 1-40 PM to meet again at 8-30 AM on Friday, the 18th August, 2000.)